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ESTIMATES AND PROJECTIONS OP M

POHJUTIQN AivJ) UBOTJR
Introduction

./ - : ,■■■ ■■ " ■.. . . ■ ■. ,
l0 Estimates and projections pf fcho agricultural population and the
economically active population (or labour force) in agriculture are
important foragricultural planning sinoe, apart from indicating the size •
of the population depending for their living onf and engaged in. agriculture,
they have direct implications on ..agricultural employment policies,. They
are also needed for.the determination of such important development

- indicators as per Capita agricultural income, labour productivity in -
agriculture and the proportion of population or labour foroe in agriculture.

■It work on estimates and projections .oovering all countries:of the
world forme part of a co-ordinated and interrelated prcgraraW of:the""" ' •
United Nations and the Specialized Agenoies in the field of demographic '
estimates and projections. Under the co-ordinated plan the United Nation*
prepares the estimates and projections of the total population by sex,
age and urban/*ural residence; the ILO prepares the estimates and
projections of labour foroe by sex and age j and the UNESCO prepares estimates
and-projections of school enrolment by sex and age. ■ . ,.

pefini,ti6ns of agricultural population and economically active poaiirtiflii
and availability of datg, —T .

2. Agricultural population is defined as all persons depending for : -
their livelihood on agriculture l/ ±oe. the economically aoiive population
in agriculture and their non-working dependents. The economical^ a&tive-
population in agriculture includes everyone whose main eoosomio activity
is agriculture, whether as employer, non-account worker, salaried employee
or unpaid family worker and irrespective of whether he or she is employed,
unemployed or underemployed at the -cime of emuneration, , ■ '

3* |tatistics on the size, structure, and components of growth of the
afirioBliiwaL population are virfoally tinwrallabie. A few oouiitrie^ have
collected data on their agricultural population either in the 1950 or I960
population censuses g/ but in no country was this done in both censuses,
™!6 ^ta haVe not been P^^ished but have been made available" to'-bhe "'
UN Statistical Office through the periodic questionnaires sent to countries;
Data.on the eoonomically active population in agriculture are available -■■
from nearly all population oensuaes. These, data arq however subject to
measurement errors arising, out, o^ the seasonal nature of agricultural
work and the phenomena of multi job holding and .part-time employment -
particularly of unpaid femala family workersW childreno To obtain
the agricultural population, the non-working.dependents of the eoonomioally

#

*

i/ Including fishing, forestry,and hunting,

2/ Schiate, W., Naiken, La and Brini, A.s "Projections of World Agricultural
^? °2 Monthly Bulletin of Agrioaltural Eoonomios and

1972, p.2 "- - ■■ "

^ -:■---. ■-■■- -^ lii
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active population also have to he identified^ The oolleotion of suoh
dependency statistios using tht family members* main source of livelihood
as the criterion is complex and this may account for the lack of data on
the agricultural population and also the omission of appropriate
recommendations in the UN programme for the 1970 population oensuses.
However, in view of the need to assess the size of this important segment
of the population, research into the oonoepts and definitions should he
undertaken so that the population could be measured, even approximately
if necessary. In the anne* a review of the UN recommendations regarding
the agricultural population and labour force in connection with the 1950
and I960 rounds of population oensuses is made* Also certain suggestions
are made for additional tabulations that may provide data on the agricultural
population within the framework of current oensus programmes.

Basic estimates of ^icultural/non-^agrioultural population and eoonominallv
active population ^ rT1M

4» Estimates of the economically active population and its industrial
breakdown are derived from population oensuses or labour force surveys.
The ILO systematically evaluates these and makes them consistent with
internationally aooepted standard oonoepts and definitions as part of its
programme of preparing benchmark estimates of the economically aotive
population and its distribution by agriculture, industry and services
and projections of the total economically aotive population* Internationally
oomparable estimates of the labour foroe and its industrial distribution
for 1950 and i960 on the basis of the 1950 and i960 round of population
censuses or surveys have been published^/ The ILO will be undertaking
a similar evaluation of the data from the 1970 population censuses, In
connection with their forthcoming revision of the projections of the
economically aotive population.

5« In view of the lack of data on agricultural population (and their
unreliability and incomparability in the few oases that they ei^st).
estimates are generally obtained indirectly on the basis of the related
data on the economically aotive population in agrioulture as evaluated
and adjusted by the ILO.

2/ A population concept oloaely related to the agricultural population
is the farm population used in agricultural censuses, Farm population is
defined as those living on agricultural holdings or in the households of
the agricultural holders* (This will also include members of the households
not actually residing there, as well as persons living on the holding who
are not members of the household.) This definition, however, does not yield
a satisfactory estimate of the agricultural population. It excludes the
agricultural workers and their dependents who live outside the agricultural
holdings. It also excludes fisherman, hunters and loggers and their
family who do not work or live on agricultural holdings. On the other hand
it includes people living on and operating small holdings (together with
their dependents) although their main eoonomio aotivity is outside agrioulture
and, who, for this reason would not be defined as agricultural population.

&J ILOi Labour Force P^o.ieotignaT parts MT, Geneva,
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estimates are derived using the following assumption!

where EA is the economically aotive population

BAA< is-the economically aotive population in agriculture
TP is the total population

AP is' the agricultural population*

The above expression is equivalent to the assumption that

eaa/a = ea/t •

i.e. the overall activity rate of the agricultural population is
equivalent to that of the total population whioh also implies that the
activity rates in the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors are equal*
This is an approximation necessitated toy the laok of relevant data# The

error made is however relatively small in the majority of the developing
countries where the proportion of the labour foroe or population in
agriculture is high with the result that the activity rate of the total
population overwhelmingly reflects that of the agricultural segment^/

6m Thus given the estimate o£ the total population and E&a/EA, the
corresponding agricultural population oan be easily obtained, using

expression (l)» Needless to say the non-agricultural, population is taken
as the. difference between the total poimlation and the agricultural
population,,. '

Methodology for projections of the y^i«atural/non-agrieultural Population
and economically aotive population; ~---—

7« In view of the laok of data on the components of growth and activity,
rates of the agricultural and non^agricultural segments of the population,
projections of the agricultural population and labour force are obtained
after the corresponding projections of the total population and labour
force have been preparedo !The components of growth and labour foroe
participation rates are either available or ban be estimated 'for the
total population so, that these projections are usually made by the
component method on the basis of assumptions regarding mortality, fertility
international migration and labour force participation rates (to obtain
tne lebour force). Given these projections an approximate procedure for
projecting the agricultural and nbn-agricultural population/labour force
is simply to estimate the future changes in the proportion of agricultural
and non-agricultural population/labour force in the total population/
S f£*; The relationship given by (l) is assumed for the projection

period also so that the. proportion of total population in agriculture
or non-agriculture is the same as that of the labour foroe in agriculture
or non-agrioulture respectively, .

of World. Agrioultural
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Model for estimating future ohanges in the proportion
non-egrioultural population in the total population

?f Future changes in the proportion of the non-agrioultural population
in the total population are derived from a model representing the changes
in the proportion as a function of the proportion itself♦ iocording to
the model two assumptions are made about the proportion of non-agricultural
population in the total populations (i) starting from.a point near aero
when nearly all the population depend on agriculture, the proportion in
non-agriculture will grow continuously until it neare unity and (ii) the
change in the proportion in non-<agrioulture from time to time (t+l) will
aooelerate on a defined curve as the proportion in non-agriculture rises '
from nearly zero to some value around 0.5 and will decelerate along the
defined path as the proportion approaches unity.

9» The absolute, annual growth in the proportion of non-agricultural
population, m(p), is.given by . ,

i.e.

where N^ %s the non-agricultural population, T^ is the total population

in year t, r is the annual growth rate of the non-agricultural population'
and ry is the annual growth rate of the total population, The expression
may also be regarded as an indicator of the net "migration" rate from the
agricultural sector to the non-agricultural sector, 6/

1CV ' It is postulated that m(p) should be low at very low levels of
VTt» inorease to a fixed mcudtoram and deoline towards zero as J

approaches unity. This oan be represented by the inoomplete beta
distribution.

m(p) (b-p)l3 dp

§/ The difference between rN and r is aooounted by net "migration" from
the agricultural sector to tfie non-agricultural sector, net external migration
as well as the differential in the agricultural .population, and non-agriouWural'
?Sf?I011 natural growth rates. The latter is due to differences in mortality-
fertility and sex-ege structure. Data on these components of growth are not
available. However, studies on urban and rural natural growth rates have
indioated that generally rural fertility and mortaltiy are higher than those
of urban areas. Nevertheless, in terras of rates of natural inorease (birth
rate minus death rate) the resulting higher death rates are compensated to
some extent by the higher birth rates so that differentials in urban and
rural natural growth rates tend to be relatively small. As most of the
agricultural population live in rural areas, and most of the non-agrioultural
population in urban areas, too &b<*e. conclusion oan be considered to ba valid
for these two segments of the population also. Thus, as external migration
is negli^.ble, N (r - r ) may be taken to virtually reflect the number of net
migrants" from the agricultural sector to the non-agricultural sector between

year t *o (t+l). Denoting the latter by * , x. 1 f «(p) oan be written as
V %¥1V t+l i'e* 1he neii "misrants" exprlssSd^as a proportion of the t<
population in year (t+l).

total
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where p is the proportion of the total population in the non-agrioultural J
sector, and are the parameters of the distribution, and b is near to 1»
The value of b is not likely to be 1 for this would imply that the agricultural
population has reached zero*

• ■. . ... ■ . -

11* The application of -the Beta function to the expected changes in
"migration rates" over the whole range of p enables the preparation of very'
long term perspective of the agrioulture/aon-agrioulture distribution of
the population, Suoh a model that allows for the absolute change in the
proportion of nt,n-agrioultural population to rise then declina as a function
of the proportion itself (which is an important indicator of the level of
development) Beems,to aocord with the reality of the situation. At a very
early stage of a oountry*s development the "push** frcm agriculture due
to pressure on land and lack of sufficient employment opportunities in
agriculture may be present but the non-agrioultural sector in its undeveloped
stage exert little ^pull^-Aa^evelopment (and often high population growth)
gets underway* the 'pull' affect starts to come into the reckoning and
amplifies the *push' from agriculture thus accelerating the change in the
sectoral proportions* Once the proportion in the agricultural sector
becomes muoh smaller, the ?push*. effect ftom agriculture should start to
diminish even though the »pull».may be operating to its full extent; in
these oircumstanoes the change, in the proportion should reach a maximum
and start to deaiine. Clearly when only a very small proportion remains
in agriculture one would eatpebt therdeoline in the proportion to be minimal,,..

*>) Procedure for selecting the parameters of the model """."'": J

12. Data covering the whole range of p are not available so that th»
parameters of the model cannot be estimated in the conventional manner.
A procedure is adopted in which the co-ordinate representing the leyelp
of p and m(p) as assessed for the base period and that corresponding to
the maximum level of m(p) and the value of p at this point, which is eitW '
known or need, to be assumed, are used to determine the shape of the
distribution and the parameters,

13. ' As the complete beta distribution V represents the area under the
ourvef which is constant, we can write (3Jas '

The oo-ordinate corresponding to the turning point of the curve is satisfied
cy the relationship . ;

Cax
rfiere K is the appropriate constant and m(p) and p are the modal
ordinate and mode of the curve respectively.^ the gSfnt corresponding
to the observed values of m(p) and P| m(p) and p f respectively, the
following equation also must be satisfied^ s obs

»
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A third equation follows from the properties of the inoomplete beta
distribution!

Given the above three simultaneous equations, K, and oan be evaluated :)
and the ourve of the inoomplete beta distribution determined. 8/ The *
projections of p are obtained Tgr using (4) iterative!^ Thus if pA is the
level of the proportion in the base year t then ' * ■

and the-prooess is repealed, with the inoreased p replacing p.. as many
times as the years covering the projection period, . %

X4» The procedure of fitting the model curve to eaoh oountry daia
results in projections of p that are consistent with the trends of the
population/labour force and its industrial distribution as refleoted by
the benchmark estimates,

°) The derivation of the input data for the model

III* ^ "°ted earii®r m(p)<*s, Pobo, m(p)max and j^ -have to be either
estimated or assumed for the determination of a set of■parameters fora set of■parameters for

*!11 a*Siv2n °?uirfc?T* As regards m(p)obs and po-bB they oan be
p tram tfie basic estimates of the total population and its agricultural/

non^grioultural breakdown obtained from the last two population censuses.
Usually such data are given in intervals of ten years so that" the growth
rates are ter-year averages; Therefore the values of p and m(p) calculated
at the middle of the period, should be taken as p and m(p) m-

16O In deriving m(p) , p^ and the range of b of the ourve two different
approaches can be dxstingfcished -, one with regard to the developed countries
and the other the developing countries*

i) The Developed Countries

17. In nearly all the developed countries there are population census
data on the agricultural and non-egricultural labour force covering at
least the period since World War I. But the number of censuses are often
too few ^4 to 5 on the average per oounirj ) and spaced at too long intervals
to enable an attempt at "fitting" a beta ourve to the data. 9/ Moreover
the historical trends of the labour force and its industrial distribution

2/ The complete beta distribution is the integral J ^(b-p)*3 dp given in(3)
o

$/ Unless specified otherwise b oan be taken to be 1. See section o for
alternative assumptions in the pase of developed countries,

|/ Although the data refers to the agricultural and non-egrioultural labour
force rather than the agricultural and non^agrioultural population it follows
from our assumption that EAA/EA - A/t that the data could be used to reflect
onanges in m(p) as a function of p*
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have been "distorted" ty oonsiderable external migration} war losses as

well as changes In the ocnoepts and definitions of the labour foroe, sc
A that the m(p] values dsrtwd from the data (averages for periods of at

* , least ten years) cannot be expected to follow the pattern postulated ly
^ *** model» The P*9* ^ata series oan however be used to estimate approximate
• values for m(p)max and pmax* These are assumed to have occurred in the

past sinoe not only is the proportion of agricultural population in the

total pcrul*tion lowi but the agricultural population and labour force
and m(p) are declining.

18* In these countries the proportion of non-*agrioultural population
is high and a faotor of oonsiderable importance in the projection is the

point at whioh p is likely to stabilize i.e. m(p) will reach 0. TniB
stabilizing point whioh is reflected in (3) fcy the range b is liksly to
be dose to 1 but its actual value is very unoertaln. Alternative values

within a narrow range, e.g. .97-i«O oan therefore "be ass5.gned to b while
keeping fixed the other input values i.e. m(p)0DB, pobs, mXp^nax and

Vtoax* Tnue *&• corresponding "migration" curves will reflect alternative
assumptions regarding the limiting value of p.

ii) The Developing Countries

!?• In most of the developing countries oomparable data on the labour

force and its distribution and the corresponding estimates of the agricultural
and nonwagrioultural population are available for at most two time points.
It is not possible therefore t© know whether m(p)max has been reached or
not. However as the proportion of population in the non-*Bgrioultural sector

. is still relatively low it may be assumed that there are scope for expansion

In the rate of "migration" so that m(p)t oan be expected to increase further.

20# In order to assign plausible values to m(p)max and j^gx for each
individual country a third basic assumption is added to the model* It is
assumed that m(p)max ™m ooinoide with the maximum agricultural population*
Aooording to the basic assumption of oontinuou* decline in the proportion

of nonUagrioultural population in the total population in the model a point

is reached when the net shift from the agricultural sector becomes equivalent

to the natural increase of the agricultural population so that the agricultural
population stops growing and begins to decline thereafter This turning
point marks the beginning of not only a relief of the pressure on land but

also the point when the souroe of the migrants itself is being increasingly
diminished. Clearly this should be a logical point to assooiate m(p) «

max

21. Aooording to the above araafpfctcn u^g^ is equivalent to the proportion
of the non*<agri<mltural population in the total population in the year
proceeding that in whioh aero growth in the agricultural population is '

reached. The focal point for that proportion is usually taken to be .5,
sinoe at this point the agricultural population oeases to be the majority
of the population, A ftnax *5 will require an extremely high rate of out
migration to oounter the large natural inorease from a predominantly
agricultural population. This is unlikely in view of the limited absorption
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of the noa-egricultural seotor at this stage of development. .

On the other hand n^ oan he greater* than'i5»: Observation of the census,
data series of the a8?ioultural and total labour force for the developed ;
countries indicate the pm'ax was between .5 and «89 The high values are
due to the fact that in these oountrles the rates of migration have been

low. The rates for the developing oountriee (post-war data) at obmparaM.*
levels of development (proportion of labour foroe'in agriculture) a*e
higher so that for the purpose 01 the model for the developing countries

it would be more appropriate to set • 7 as an upper limit for p *
. max,

22$ The'maximum'absolute increase in the proportion of non-agricultural
population, (pL^j is expressed as ' •

a(p)max =* Pmax <rN " *T> / (l + ?*> •••••"'ti>' .
where r^ and r| are the growth rates of the non-^agrioraltural and total
population respectively in the year when the maximum agricultural population

is reached* If (ra+l) is the latter year and N and T are the non-dgriooltural
and total population respectively in year m5 tHe following relationship exist

so thatpm(av « r*/r» w/ • »««,'«*••....,•».?•••»••, (4)
max i" i» >"wr ■ v v

Thus given 1^33. and r^ the determination of m(p)ma]C is ctrai^itforward*
Rough indications of r' oan Be obtaioied from the separately prepared

projections of the total population and taking into account the "base level

of p| the observed level of m(p) for the base period and the assumed value
for Iha^»ii/ Therefore pmax emerges as the key factor to be assumed .for
deterniining the uarameters of the model for a particular country. The
limits of the possible values of this variable has already been specified*

Certain general rules oan be set up for ohosing appropriate assumptions

according to the levels and trends of the relevant segments of the population
as reflected by the data for the base period* '

Binoe p has been assumed to be equivalent to
■ max , r

For example if the base level of p is dose to jfagx and, tha observed

X) is high so that the maximum is imminent the projected average growth
.rate of tho total population for the next 5 or 10 years oan be used as r*#

On the other hand if p is low and the probability of'the maximum being *

reached within the period of the projection is -small | lower or higher

growth rates than that projected in the last year of the period (as consistent

with the jrojected trends in the growth ratds) oan be taken* With some"

adjustment in each individual case a plausible figure oan.be arrived at*

Small variations in the rate used is not very important* '



24« As P-^j. la eg^ial to the ratio of the growth rate of th© to$al

population ?o that of the non-agricultural population in the year when
the maximum agricultural population is reached one may observe the'value

of the rati^ corresponding to the twd gtfowth rates in the base period (r,)
as a basis for assumptionsregarding p o' If the base level of p is

roiose4-to'«3,and*i is within the speoSfJed range of p^/a plausible
assumption would Be to set £___ equal to r.« If p itself ie within the

ax

limits of j>_ while t*. Is outside P.^- oan be chosen as a value between

that of theHKse level^of p and the fifper limit («70)« However, if the
base level of p is low, r.. cannot be relied upon because of its hl£n
variability in this region* 12/ In suoh oases any value between 0#5 and
0«J0 oan be ohosene However in all cases projections on the basis of

alternative assumptions regarding p ban be considered. A higher p

value implies a lower m(p)^ and tfiS?eforp a lower paoe of shift f*ol
the agricultural sector* BSe oonverse is true for a lower value for p,
These could "be taken into account in setting up the alternative asi

33ie resulting ourves oorresponding to alternative "migration j>a\ths" oan be
geared to implicitly reflect particular development planning policies

regarding the paoe of shift of population from the agricultural sector

to the non-agriaultural sector* ,

Illustration of the method of Prelection with respect to Iran

25* In the following table, the data on the economically active -population

In agriculture and non-agriculture a~id their growth rates aerreflocted "by .

the 19^6 and 1966 population censuses of Iran are shown,,

Table 19 Economically Aotive population in agriculture end 1

1956 and 1966 ^3/

_ _, . Population(1IOOo; Annual Growth

Ratee($)
.195^ ]M6 1956^196^

3TgF

7842

Soonomioally Aotive Pop» in Agro (EA&)
Eoonomioally Aotive Fop. in Non-Agr«

Boonomioally Aotive Popa (KA.)
2740

6066

5483 •4812

2£« Thus using the assumption that EAA/eIA » VTi the agricultural
and non-egrioultural population for the two census years are estimated

as In Table II»

12/ In accordance with the assumption of p increasing continuously to a point

near l^there are certain constraints on the variability of r.<» When the non-

agricultural population comprises only a small minority of trie population r..

oan be oonsidoi*ably higher than r'e However as its siae iu iulatipn to that

total poFUlationj i.eo p9 increases, the weight for rN in r,. also increases

to that the difference between r- and r_ decreases. Thus r^/rj. tends to 1
as p also tends to In ...

2,3/ Sources ILO, Bnployment and Income Polioies for Iran, Geneva, 1973,

page 31o
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Table II,. .

Population gad Mon-Agriomtural Population
1956. ^966 J ^

Bspulation (*000) fonual Growth)

6 1956*a96T

Agriaultural Population (a) 10626 12533 lijS "'
Non-Agricultural Population (n) 8755 13514 4»4
To^al Population (t) 3Lj/ 19381 26047 3.0

.4612

The base value of p (in 196*6) is *52 and r,, oorresponding to the
g rates of the total population and non-egri9ultural 'population during*
1956-0,965, is"0,676, It is therefore plausible to assume, as Alternative I-

Pmaz
«

28» As a seoond^alternative, a lower value for p implying a faster
paoa of change in the sectoral proportions until the^Saximum point is
reached is assumed*, Accordingly p is set at 0«625»

29« For the purpose of obtaining an estimate of r^ the population
projection prepared tgr'the Plan and Budget organisation of Iran

(Assumption I) is usecUj^/ Ofoese promotions are given in the following
tablet—

Table »

Population Prelections for Iran 1972-19^2

IS3£ Formation in tnousands Annual Orowth rates

I SSS- '■»
I ass -a
X992 53,532

^Thel966 total population is the adjusted census figure* See •
Population Prcieotion of Iran 1?66-4^1T Statistical Centre of Iran, Teheran
mimeographed, p.12, Table,2, May 1972# The 1956* population is obtained
on the assumption that the inter-oensal population growth rate is 3 peroetrt
per annum (as evaluated by the Statistical Centre and the Plan and Budget
Organization)*

i5/ Plan and Budget 'Organisation. Iran's Population ~ Past. Present and -
Suture mimeographed, Teheran, Hovember-1973>

.r.
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3°» ■ .*# v4.ew of the fact that the -proportion of agricultural population

1 in the total population in 1966 is not rauoh smaller than p___. the maiim»m
' f -agricultural population oan be expe'eted during the next lO^fe 15 years*
^ ' Therefore r» is taken as -O29. Given the latter and p ■ t! is easily

I' naloulated using formula (4) and m(p) using formula"??;*
max

31^ The available estimates of the non-agricultural population and total

population correspond to the period 1956-1966. Therefore the interpolated

values of p and m(p) for 1961 are-^$on asp. and »(p)ots respectively.

32. Thus the input data for the 13*0. alternative curves are calculated

as follows:

S m(p)obs
Alternative I $4855 ToofO , *i&j6 .0094
Alternative II ^4655 ,0070 ,625 ,0109

33* The resulting alternative functions to be used for projecting p

are the

Alternative I

m(p) - 0.1.582
Alterna-tive II

..... ' . . m(P) - 18*986

34« ■ The proportion of hon-agriouitural population In the total population
estimated as"O«5l88 in 1966 is projected up to 1992 in intervals of one
yearj each subsequent annual increase in the population being obtained

iteratiyely from the two funotions determined* The annual projections

under the two alternative assumptions are presented in Table IV*

Table IV, Pro.ieoted Proportion of Non-ilgrioultural Population in

Population (p) for Iran» each, year. 1966-199f5

Tear f

1966

1967
1968 .
I969

1970

1971
1972

1973

1974

1975 "
X976

1977
1978

197?
1980

Alternative I

*5188
•5265
•5343

•5423

.5504
•5586

•5670

' *5755
. . .«5$42

♦5929
#60l8

.6107
*6198

•6289
.6382

Alternative H

.5188

.5272

•5360

.5451

•5545
•5642
.5742

.5844

.5949
•6056

,6164

.6273

.6382

.6490

.«98
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Tear

1981

1982

1983
1984
I985.
1986

198?
1988

1989
1990

1991

1992

Alternative I II

!74

,6568
;666l

•6755

m

•6807

#6908

•7006

.7100

•7037
•7130

.7223

•7335
•7406

•7497

.7359
•7437
75
.7581
#7648

35. Applying the projeoted values of the proportion to the correspo
projections of total population (Assumption I) the promotions of thcT
agricultural and non-agricultural populations are obtained. These are

S^^Kff. ^ 1JDPlied 8t°Ml PateS f°r ^.*- alternative

of

Annual Growth Rates

fftlternative T

Agricultural
Pop, (a)

Pop* \K

Total

Pop,

a/t

Alternative

Agricultural

related growth rates

Population ^006) "*"

122£' 1211 1282 i2§l

13,442 13,984 14,232 14,035 13,399 0.8 0.4 -°^ -0,9

17,603; 21,937 27,239 .; 33r331 JQ,ti>3 4.5 4.4 4.1 3,8
* •

■41,'469 47,366 53,532 ' 3Vo 2c9 2.7 2.5
.3432 *2963 ,2503

17,826 22,533 28,228 34,464 40,941 4.8 4.6 4.1 3.5

47,366 53,532 3.0 2.9-2.7 2.5
.2724 .2352
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I
36* On the basis of assumptions oonoerning sax-ege-epedfio activity
rates the Plan and Budget Organization of Iran hasderived projections of

the eoonomioaUy active population corresponding to the total population

projections. Thus applying the projected values of'the proportion of

non-agrioultural population in the total population, the agricultural

and non-*agrioultural segments of the eoonomioally active population also

are obtained. These are presented together with the Implied growth rates

in Table VI«

Table TO. Fro.ieotions of population eoonomioally active In agriculture

and non^agrioulture and the oorroap"^1*^ ipwfrfr rates.
1972-J992

Alternative I

Eoon#Aot.Fop»

in Agr«

2So»AotaPop«in

Non-Agr*

Eo«Aot.Pop*

Alternative XI

J3o*Aot*Pop»in

So«Aot»Pop»in

23R i2§2 i2§l 2221

3,832 3,986 4,119 4,159 4,117

1977 1982 1987

i 6^254 7,883 9*876 12*332
8,851 10,240 12,002 14,035 16,449

0*8 0*7 0*2 -0,2

4.5 4.7 4.7 4.5
2.9 3.2 3.2 3.2

3,769 3,816 3,832 3,823 3,869 0*2 0.1-0.0 0*2

5jO82 6^424 8jl70 10^212 12^80
8,851 10,240 12,002 14,035 16,449

4*8 4*9 4*6 4*3
2.9 3.2 3.2 3.2
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1[he I?N Recommendations for/the 1970 Population Censuses related to the

Segments of Pppulation engaged. In anfl dependent on Agriculture and the

need for supplementing then»

lc Baongmioally Aotive Population in Agrjeulturft iand Related iAot^vlties

The eoonomioally active population comprise all persons of either sex who

furnish the supply of labour for th% produotion of eoonomio goods during

the time reference period ohoBen fori the oensusft It includes both persons

in the civilian labour foroe and thdfee serving in the armed forces* !Ehe

civilian labour foros opmprises.botfi persons employed and those unemployed
during the time reference period* l«ie UN recommendations for the 197^

population oensuses, ^tpyide for the collection and tabulation of &s,ta on

the'economioaiiy active population "By branches of eoonomio activiV (
ages and urban/rural residence* ^ -

The rscommended^tabulation is illustrated belows 3/

Illustration Is Eoonomioally Active Pppulation by Industryt Age and Sea

Gteographio Division *

sex'and industry

3oth'sexas

Total Eoon^fio-tftPop.

Major Division 1

Division 11

Division 12

eto

Major Division 2

Division .21

Division 22

etc

Male . . . ,

(as for Bath sexes)

Female,

(as for Both sexes)

Age (in years)

All ■

igee

*

Under 15-19

■ -' ■ -

20-04

Total oountryo ' Distinguish urban and rural

• 04

/

ro-74 ^ and-
over

Not

stated

-

■

2/ United Nations, Prinoiples and aeoommendations for the 1970
i 196/

, ^

Qenguses Statistical lepers ( Series K? No,i44| Kew York 196/| p»102
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The classification of the eoonomioijy aotive population by "branch of ' , ,
economio aotivity according to the latest version of the UN International l.

Standard Industrial classification of All Eoonomio Aotivities provides

for a separate oategory consisting of agriculture, forestry, fishing and

hunting (Major Division l) with subdivisions for ,eaoh of the oomponents^g/
But the recommendations do not appear to give sufficient priority to the

detailed classification by sub-division so that, as in the past, many

countries will not be encouraged to tabulate their data in suoh detail*

As it is important to obtain separate data on the three main aotivities

related to agriculture - agriculture, forestry and fishing - it is essential

to put sufficient emphasib on the recommendations to this effect*

2. Population Dependent on Agriculture and Related Activities

The population dependent on agriculture (inoluding fishing, forestry and
hunting) or agricultural population is defined as inoluding those
economically aotive in agriculture, together with their dependents^/
It should include persons of all ages and both sexes. If the members of

a household whose head is engaged in agriculture are themselves engaged

in other (non-agricultural) aotivities, they are not included in the
population dependent on agriculture,

The UN recommendations for the I960 population censuses provided for the

collection and tabulation of data on the population dependent upon branohas

of eoonomio aotivity, agriculture in particular.^/ No metnion of this is
made in the recommendations for the 1970 population censuses although

provision is made for the collection and tabulation of data which yields

information on the number and sex and age composition of the population

which is primarily dependent upon others for eoonomio support and those

who are not so dependent. The related table whioh classifies the population

"by main source of livelihood during a substantial period of time (e«g,

six months or longer) by aex, age and urban/rural residenoe is shown below»Jj/

2/ United Nations, International Standard Industrial Classification of
all Economio Activities. Statistical Papers, Series M. No.4, Rev«2.

New York, 1967, P#26

United Nations, Principles and Recommendations for National Population

Censuses* Statistical Papers, Series M.No.27, New,York, 1968, p.16

United Nations, Principles, and Reoommendations for National Population

Censuses. op.oit.,p.l9.

United'Nations. Principles and Reoommendations for the 1970 Population

Census, op#oitMpp.136,137«

" ■ 'f
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Geographio

Division*

sex and ■

age

ion

total
Main souroe of livelihood

Dodnomio

lotivity

Pensions

of all

Benefits and Property

assistance

(other than
. pensions)

>r other

Invest—

oents

Support

"by ano

ther per

son or

persons

Sot

stated

Both 86X63

All ages

Under 15

15-^9
20-24

70-74
75 and

over

Not stated

Hale

as for both

sexes

Female

as for both

sexes

(a) Total countiy (b) each major oivil division. Distinguish urban and
rural for (a; and (b)

In this connection, the determination of the population dependent on a

particular type of eoonomio activity necessitates the classification of

the data in column 2 of the table by i) branoh of eoonomio activity and
ii) the dependents corresponding to them. In other words eaoh dependent
has to be matched to his or her supporter deriving his'living from a

particular eoonomio activity, OMs means that firstly, a question must

be asked in the oensus on the breach of economic activity of those reporting

eoonomio aotivity as their main souroe of livelihood; secondly, in order

to identify the actual supporter of eaoh dependant' within the same

household, another question must be askedf thirdly, if the supporter lives

in a different household from his dependant, additional questions will be

required to identify him satisfactorily. The oomplex nature of collecting

such data} in addition to the measurement problems usually encountered in
gathering dependency statistics by tyj>e of eoonomio aotivity using the

family member »s main source of livelihood as the criterion, were probably *

the reasons that prompted the UN not to make any further recommendations

oonoerning dependency data in the programme for the 1970 censuses t
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However, because of the importance of obtaining estimates of the size,

structure, trends and vaebsii/rareuL distribution of the population dependent
f*n agriculture, forestry and fishing separately, efforts should be made

in connection with oensuses that are still at the planning stage to include

additonal*questions, as indioated above, in the questionnaires so that

some data, even if not fully satisfactory r on the agricultural population

^an be obtained* The experience gained from these attempts would be

extremely valuable in formulating suitable recommendations regarding the

1980population oensuses (as also agricultural oensuses).

In addition, even in the oase of oensuses that are already ai the

processing stage, some steps could be taken to obtain some tabulations

which at least would yieldt or oould be used to derive, satisfactory

estimates of the Bize and sex-age distribution of the population dependent
on agriculture, forestry and fishing. This will ential sorting out'at
the processing stage, perhaps on a sample basis, all the households, whose
head has been reported as economically active in egriculture f forestry

and fishing, and to classify all the eoonomioal^ active members of these
households 6/ by type of eoonomio activity, sex, age, urban/rural residence
etc. Such classifications will provide data on the persons economically
active in agriculture t fishery and forestry as well as the non-^eotive

(all not neoessarily dependent on agriculture) with respect to households
whose heads are reported to be engaged in these activities eWd then these

will be a factual basis for estimating the size and struoture of these

segments of the population*

The suggested form of the tabulations that will be necessary are given

below (illustrations III and IV), The example given in the two tables
refers to agriculture only (excluding forestry and fishing) but similar
sets of tables will be neoessary with respect to households whose heads

are economically active in forestry as well as fishing*

6/ Separate tables should be prepared for households whose heads are motive

in apiculturef forestry and fishing respectively in order to arrive at

dependency tables for each of these sectors*
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Illustration III: Population in Household ffhoSe
eoonomifcallv active fr ^il

aotivity age^iand saotivity,

Heads

ex

by status of

Geographical Division*
sex and age

Both sexes

All ages

5-9

7O-T4
75 and over

Not stated

Hale

(as for Both sexes)

Female

(as for Both sexes)

Total

Heads of

Households pthers anployed Unemployed

Eoonomitally Active fot

IIraioally
Aotive

Not

stated

Total countiyo Distinguish and Rural,

. fHh ' aJ5Akt4migJk.it;
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Illustrative ITt Economically Aotive Population afjkauutoalto wfaoaa
Heads are reported aa Bnxtumd in Ajgriottlturely

^ industry, sex and age *

Oeographio Region*

sex and age

Both sexes

All ages

<M
5-9
••*

. •••

70-74
75 and over

Not stated.

Hales

(as in Both sexes)

Females

(as in Both sexes)

Boonoraioalty

Aotive Popula

tion (including
heads of house

holds)

Industry

Agriculture
Other

Activities

*

Sot

Stated

Total oountrye Distinguish TJrban and Rural




